
Estimator | Leicester | Specialist
Contractor.

Estimator | Leicester | Specialist Contractor

 

One of the UK/Ireland’s largest specialist contractors
Excellent package and scope for career progression
Established list of existing clients across Ireland and the UK with over
90% repeat business
Prestigious Projects across multiple sectors

 

Estimator | Outstanding opportunity for ambitious, career orientated
Estimator to join an international market leading specialist precast concrete
contractor based in the Leicester area working on a number of large
confidential & prestigious projects/Tenders on behalf of many well-known blue
chip clients ranging in value from €10-€50 million each respectively.

 

Oradeo Recruitment’s client is one of the top specialist construction
companies in Ireland & the UK who operate across a broad spectrum of sectors
including; retail; civil; infrastructure; commercial; leisure; residential
and more. Our client boasts an impressive array of international
organisations within the architectural, consulting and contracting realm.

https://oradeo.com/job/estimator-dublin-specialist-contractor/
https://oradeo.com/job/estimator-dublin-specialist-contractor/


 

As an Estimator, you will be able to build your career by supporting the
senior management in the delivery of ‘leading edge’ engineering projects and
the project team from the earliest stages of the projects. The Estimator will
be pivotal in developing long-term relationships with the supply chain and
providing a cohesive tender to the commercial team for delivery. The role
will be fast paced and diverse, working across numerous sectors.

 

Estimator Duties & Responsibilities:

 

Compiling estimates, budgets and cost plans
Under the Estimator remit you will be tasked with ensuring thorough
measurement of precast concrete components in addition to the review of
tender documents, drawings, specifications and contracts
Assessing material, labour and equipment costs and the Analyses of
different quotes from sub-contractors and suppliers
Preparation of documentation
The Estimator will ensure compilation of Quality Tender Submissions
while also taking part in pre-, mid- & post-tender meetings
Providing cost advice to architects, PQS, developers and main
contractors
Dealing with clients pre & post sales while working alongside your sales
and marketing colleagues
Interfacing and dealing with other departments
Provide Commercial & Contractual advice to the Project team members
Advising managers of bid prospects
In addition to the above you, the Estimator will report regularly to
management on competitor activity, market trends and any other market
dynamics that may be useful to management

 

Necessary Requirements:

 

Quantity Surveying degree or equivalent with a minimum of 5 years post
qualification experience in an Estimating role
Strong communication skills with the ability to manage multiple projects
Ability to utilise IT equipment effectively and adapt to new Software
technologies
Strong communication skills, both written and verbal, with the ability
to manage multiple projects

 

For more information about this Estimator position or other Estimator
opportunities, contact Declan Duggan confidentially on +353 1 687 7188/+44



845 643 4964 or apply in confidence.

 

About Oradeo – Oradeo Recruitment are specialists in the construction &
engineering sector. We are a leading service provider in Ireland, UK and
Europe for professional recruitment services and the provision of managed
labour in Construction & Civil Engineering, Data centres, Mechanical &
Electrical, Life Sciences and Renewable Energies sectors

 


